HUNTERPRO CELLPAGER

a Easy Installation
a Easy Operation
a Emergency Block Engine
a Personal Access Code
a Guarantee and Service

FEATURING:
n Private Security System
complement for car alarm
systems.
n Calls the owner’s Cellphone
Cellphone
in case of detecting an event or
trigger. The owner can also send
commands remotely.
n Capable of Blocking the
Engine remotely or Activate
the Siren with the only press
of a digit in a cellular or
regular phone.
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HUNTERPRO
CELLPAGER

t the present we know we
can’t trust a car alarm system
only. The sound of the siren is
oftenly very common and you
can’t tell whether is your vehicle car
alarm triggered or not. That’s the
reason why HunterPro has developed
the Cellular System CELLPAGER™:
an add-on for the standard car alarm
systems. Into its major features and
functions its capable of calling the
owner of the vehicle when the
installed car alarm is triggered. You
can also program two phone numbers
(any of them can be cellular or
landline phone numbers). For
example: 1) the Cellular phone of the
owner, and 2) the phone number of the
job, etc.
CELLPAGER™, uses the
cellular network as a standard and
reliable communication link and can
be distributed with a cellular line
included. Its minimum cost will be
included in the carrier’s bill. In case
that the CELLPAGER™ could’t
communicate with the first phone
programmed (landline or cellular) it
will try with the second phone
programmed. When the owner goes
off-hook a cellular link will establish
automatically and (if programmed) the
cellphone will display the word
«CAR». Inmediately the owner can
hear two different sounds if: 1) one or
more doors where opened, or 2) the
alarm has been triggered by a sensor
or other device.
Also CELLPAGER ™ is able to
identify the Personal Access Code of
the owner. Followed by a digit, it will
activate a unique operation. Featuring:
1) Activate / Deactivate Events.
-The user can select in which events
he wish to be called. In case of an
important meeting, the user can
deactivate all calls completely and
also activate the Engine Blocking
device for preventing any potential
robbery in the meantime. Later the
user can activate again the calls and
Unlock the Engine if he wish to do so.
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2) Activate / Deactivate the
Engine Blocking device.
-The user can decide in which moment
he can activate the Engine Blocking
device. Also he can deactivate it at any
given time in order to be able to start
the engine again. This is useful for any
given user to prevent a potential
robbery at any time, because a realtime call is made by the
CELLPAGER™ at the exact moment
that the alarm is triggered.
3) Siren Chirps mode:
Hear & Locate the car.
-In parking lots or wide open places it
may be very useful to Hear & Locate
the vehicle. If because of the distance

CELL PAGER
watches for the health of internal and
external conditions of the whole
system. So you can be sure that
everything is working correctly.

FEATURES
s Uses standard cellular services
and high-priority services provided
in all the country.
s Fully-compatible with ALL
car security systems.
s Automatic monitoring of:
- Cellular Communication
- Microprocessors
(health of the system)
s Requires no programming skill
for a sucessful interaction with it,
even with the special functions of
the system.
s Very discrete installation, out of
sight and hidden.

CELLPAGER™
CELLPAGER™ protects you everywhere

the remote control of the car alarm
won’t provide this functionality, try
calling your CELLPAGER™ and
selection the option Siren Chirps.
CELLPAGER™ provides a clear
full-duplex communication with the
car’s owner. For this and for other
reasons it’s a complete security
system, and is fully-compatible with
all car security systems available in
the market today or in the foreseeable
future. This is because it is automatic:
so simple and transparent that doesn’t
need any difficult installations or any
programming at all. It is a piece of
high-tech engineering and can be
purchased at a special price. Discounts
are available for distributors. This is
the perfect product for the present
market which is hungry for a total
remote car security solution.
CELLPAGER™ is provided with
its own Cellular Transceiver and a
permanent monitoring system, which

+12V
GND
SIREN
DOORS
Engine Blocking

SPECIFICATIONS
Cellular Transceiver

s Uses the cellular network available
in the whole country.
s Frequency Range:
880 Mhz to 889 Mhz.

Power +12 Volt
0.50A - transmitting
0.21A - idle
s RF Output: 1.5 Watts max.

Contact us!
support@hunterpro.com
www.hunterpro.com

